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Abstract 
We show that each finite undirected graph G = (V, E), 1 P’ 1 = n, 1 E 1 = m with minimum degree 
6(G) 2 3 and maximum degree d = d(G) contains at least n/[4(A - 1) log 24 pairwise vertex- 
disjoint cycles of length at most 4(4 - 1) log 2n. Furthermore collections of such cycles can be 
determined within O(n(n + m)) steps. For constant A this means R(n/logn) cycles of length 
O(log n). This bound is also an optimum. 
A similar approach yields similar bounds for subgraphs with more edges than vertices instead 
of cycles. Furthermore also collections of many small pairwise disjoint induced subgraphs of 
this type can be determined within O(n(n + m)) steps similarly as for cycles. 
1. Introduction 
In connection with the bisection problem of transputer networks (cf. e.g. [4]) the 
problem arises whether cubic graphs have many pairwise disjoint short cycles and 
small “useful” (i.e. more edges than vertices) subgraphs. In order to give a more precise 
bound on the bisection width of transputer networks it is important to show that in 
cubic graphs there are many small disjoint useful subgraphs. 
In [l] it has been shown that every cubic bridgeless graph with n vertices contains 
R(n”‘) pairwise disjoint cycles of length 0(n6”) and R(n’i’4) pairwise disjoint useful 
subgraphs with O(n13’14 ) vertices. The proof given in [l] bases on the theorem of 
Petersen about the l- and 2-factor partition of cubic bridgeless graphs and is long and 
complicated. 
Simonovits [S] proved that cubic graphs contain at least L$ n/log n J vertex-disjoint 
cycles. 
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Here we improve and generalize the results of [l, 51 and obtain a considerably 
simpler proof of the result of [l] on the basis of repeated application of breadth-first 
search (BFS). 
The improvements and generalizations consist in the following: 
(1) The bounds are much better than in [l]. 
(2) The bounds are shown not only for cubic graphs but much more general for 
graphs with minimum degree 6(G) > 3. 
(3) The approach is constructive i.e. it is not only shown that many short pairwise 
disjoint cycles exist but also collections of those cycles can be constructed within 
O(n(n + m)) steps. 
(4) The improvements are carried over also to the case of many small pairwise 
disjoint subgraphs with more edges than vertices instead of many short pairwise 
disjoint cycles. 
2. The construction of many short disjoint cycles 
Throughout this paper all graphs G = (I/, E) are finite, undirected and may contain 
loops and multiple edges. We use standard notations. Let 1 I/ 1 = n(G) = n, 1 E 1 = m. 
Let C be a cycle in G. 1 Cl denotes the length (number of vertices) of C. 
The girth g(G) of G is 
min{ 1 Cl : C is a cycle in G} if there is a cycle in G, 
otherwise, 
Let 6(G) denote the minimum degree and A = A(G) denote the maximum degree of 
vertices of G. As usual a loop incident to u increases the degree of v by 2. The following 
property is well known (see e.g. [3]): 
Lemma 2.1. Let G = (I/, E) be a graph with 6(G) 3 3. Then g(G) d 2 log 2n. 
(log always denotes the logarithm with basis 2.) 
This can be seen by using BFS on G. It is easy to see that each vertex v E V of 
a graph with 6(G) > 3 taken as start vertex of BFS leads to a cycle of length 
< 2log2n which can also be determined by BFS. (The repeated application of BFS 
for each vertex as start vertex allows the construction of minimum length cycles which 
is, however, not required here.) 
A cycle C of G is called short if 1 C 1 < 4(A - 1)log 2n. Our aim is to construct 
“many” short pairwise disjoint cycles in graphs G with 6(G) 3 3. 
For constant A the best one could hope for (cf. also the end of Section 2) are 
O(n/log n) such cycles. Surprisingly this bound can be reached as we will show by the 
following construction which bases on the repeated deletion of a shortest cycle in 
a graph Gi, i = 1,2, . . . , starting with G1 = G. 
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In order to apply repeatedly BFS to determine a cycle of length d 2log2n in Gi, 
i= 1,2 1 ‘.‘, one has to ensure that each graph Gi, has minimum degree at least 3. The 
deletion of a cycle Ci of length < 2log2n in Gi together with all edges incident to Ci 
leads in general to a graph G! whose vertices can have degree less than 3. Thus the 
construction of Gi + 1 is caused by the deletion of such a cycle Ci in Gi and has to ensure 
that: 
(i) all vertices of Gi+l have at least degree 3, 
(ii) cycles in Gi+ 1 represent cycles in the original graph G. 
One should observe, however, that the cycles of Gi+ 1 can have a greater length in 
G than in G,+l. Note also that Gi+ 1 may be the empty graph. 
We first study the deletion of an induced subgraph H = (V’, F) in a graph 
G = (V’, E) with 8(G) 3 3. Let Q be the set of edges between I” and V\V’ and let G’ be 
the graph G’ = (I/ \V’, E \(FuQ)). G’ may contain also nodes of degree 0, 1 and 2. In 
order to transform G’ to a graph G” which fulfills the conditions (i), (ii) above we 
repeatedly omit nodes of degree less than 2 until there are no such nodes in the graph 
and afterwards contract the subgraphs defined by degree 2 nodes (these are paths 
and/or cycles ~ cf. Fig. 1) as follows. 
Algorithm 1 (Deletion of subgraph H and reconstruction of minimum degree 3) 
Input: A graph G = (V,E) with 6(G) 3 3 and a subset V’ G V. Let H = (V’. F) 
denote the induced subgraph of V’ in G and let Q denote the set of edges between I/’ 
and V\V’. 
Output: A graph G” fulfilling the conditions (i), (ii) above. 
(1) Construct G’ = (V\V’,E\(FuQ)); 
(2) repeat 
omit all nodes of degree < 1 and the edges incident to them 
until there are only nodes of degree 3 2; 
(3) Omit all nodes of degree 2 as follows: 
(3.1) Omit all nodes of degree 2 which induce cycles and omit the edges incident to 
them; 
(3.2) For all paths of nodes vi, . . . , uk of degree 2 with end-nodes iii, uk incident to 
nodes vO, vk + 1 of degree at least 3, resp., omit ur, . . , zjk and the edges incident to 
them and replace the path by an edge v 0 t ‘k+, labeling this edge with the path 
i?i, . . ..uk. 
(Note that also L+, = vk+ 1 is possible - in this case v. gets a self-loop.) 
Observe that Algorithm 1 can be done in linear time O(n + m), n = 1 V 1, m = 1 El. 
Let Di,j denote the set of nodes having degreej, j E { 0, 1,2) after the ith iteration of (2) 
and let di,j = I Di,j I. (Do,j are the corresponding sets before (2) is carried out the first 
time.) Furthermore let D be the set of all nodes deleted by Algorithm 1 in steps (2) and 
(3) and let d = 1 D 1 and q = I Q I. Then the following estimation holds. 
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a) paths: Contraction to: 
b) cycles : 
” “0 
U 0 
0 
43 U 
no new edge 
Fig. 1. Subgraphs induced by degree 2 nodes. 
Lemma 2.2. d d q. 
Proof. Obviously q 3 3&e + 2&i + d0,2 holds. Let I = &, + 2&I + &. If 
a node of degree 0 is deleted then I is diminished by 1. The deletion of a node v of 
degree 1 decreases I by 2 if the valency of the only neighbour of v is at least 4, and by 
1 if this valency is 3, 2 or 1. 
If a cycle with all k nodes having valency 2 is omitted according to (3.1) or a path of 
nodesvi, . . . , uk of degree 2 with end-nodes vi, ok incident with nodes vo, vk + 1 of degree 
at least 3, resp., is replaced by the edge v o v k+ 1 according to (3.2) then I is diminished 
by k. 
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Consequently, the number of nodes deleted according to Algorithm 1 is at most 1. 
Hence 
d d 1 = do.,, + 2do.l + d0,2 6 q. [7 
We now describe the construction of Gi+ l = (Vi+ 1, EL+ 1) from Gi = (Vi, Ei) in 
more detail. 
Algorithm 2 (The construction of many short pairwise disjoint cycles in G) 
Input: A graph G = (V, E) with 6(G) 3 3. 
Output: A collection %? c (C,, ,C,> of pairwise disjoint cycles of G of length 
d 4(4 - l)log2n. 
(1) i:= 1; G,:= G; %Y:= 8; 
(2) repeat 
(2.1) with BFS determine a cycle Ci in Gi of length G 2 log 2n; 
(2.2) determine the cycle Ci in G which corresponds to the cycle Cl in Gi; 
(2.3) if 1 Gil d 4(4 - l)log2n then %?:= %?u{ Ci} 
(2.4) with input H = Ci and G = Gi carry out Algorithm 1; 
(2.5) i:= i + 1; Gi:= output of Algorithm 1 
until Gi contains no further cycle. 
Let Gj = (Vi, &). 
Lemma2.3. I~/i(-Il/i+,ldICIl(d-l)foral’i31’ 
Proof. According to Lemma 2.2 d d I Ci I .(d - 2) holds. Thus Lemma 2.3 is an 
immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2. 0 
Theorem 2.4. For each graph G = (V, E) with n vertices, minimum degree S(G) 2 3 and 
maximum degree A = A (G) Algorithm 2 constructs at least n/[4( A - 1) log 2n] pairwise 
vertex-disjoint cycles of length at most 4(A - 1)log 2n in G. Furthermore the time bound 
of Algorithm 2 is O(n(n + m)). 
Proof. Recall that C;, . . . , C: is the set of cycles constructed by Algorithm 2 and let 
n(Gi) = I VJ, i = l,..., S. 
The resulting cycles Cy are obviously pairwise node-disjoint cycles, and the 
corresponding cycles C1, . . , C, are pairwise node-disjoint in G. Since 
n(G) < n(G,) - n(G,) + n(G,) - n(G,) + n(G,) - ... - PI(G,+~), n(G,+ 1) = 0, and 
because of Lemma 2.3 we have 
n(G) < s(A - 1)2log2n, 
i.e. 
n(G) 
“(d - 1)2log2n’ 
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At least one half of these cycles Ci, . . . , C, contains not more than 4(4 - l)log2n 
vertices: Assume to the contrary that more than one half of these cycles contains more 
than 4(4 - l)log2n vertices. Then G contains more than 
?.4(d - l)log2n 3 
n(G)4(d - l)log2n 
2 2(4 - 1)2log2n 
> n(G) 
vertices - a contradiction. 
Time bound: The repeat-loop of Algorithm 2 is carried out at most n times since 
Gi+ i has less vertices than Gi. It remains to show that each of the steps (2.1)-(2.5) can 
be done in linear time O(n + m). This is clear for (2.1). For (2.2) it can be done using 
the edge labels for edges in Gi which are the result of a contraction in step (3.2) of 
Algorithm 1. In this way also the length of the cycle Ci in G can be determined. For 
(2.3) the assertion is clear. For (2.4) it is the linear time bound of Algorithm 1, and for 
(2.5) nothing remains to show. 0 
Corollary 2.5. If A(G) is bounded by a constant A and 6(G) > 3 then G contains 
Q(n/log n) pairwise vertex-disjoint cycles whose length is bounded by O(log n). 
For r-regular graphs one has an even stronger property. Here a lower bound for the 
number of cycles can be given which does not depend on r. 
Theorem 2.6. Let n, r be integers with n > r + 1 > 4. Each r-regular graph with 
n vertices has at least & n/log(2n + 4) pairwise vertex-disjoint cycles of length at most 
321og(2n + 4). 
Proof. Let G be an r-regular graph with k pairwise disjoint cycles containing no k + 1 
pairwise disjoint cycles. Let R be a smallest set of vertices representing all cycles of 
G i.e. G\R has no cycle. Hence G\R is a forest and has at most 1 V(G \R)I - 1 edges. 
Since G is r-regular the sum Cr of valencies of G\R is C1 = r. 1 V(G\R)I and the 
sum Cz of valencies of R is C2 = r 1 R 1. Since G \R has at most 1 V( G \R) 1 - 1 edges at 
least Ci - 2( 1 V(G\R) I - 1) edges join G\R and R. Hence 
rl V(G\R)I - 2IV(G\R)I + 1 d r[RI. 
Consequently, 
I~(G\R)I <sIRI. 
With r/(r - 2) < 3 the order is 
n(G) = I V(G\R)I + IRI d 41RI. 
In [6, Theorem 4.2, p. 1661 the following result is obtained: 
IRI <4klog(2k + 4). 
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With k < n we have 
n d 4)RI d 16klog(2k + 4) d 16klog(2n + 4). 
Therefore, 
k>l ” 
16 log(2n + 4)’ 
Next we prove 
(*) G contains at least $k pairwise disjoint cycles of length < 321og(2n + 4). 
Assume that G has more than :k pairwise disjoint cycles of length greater than 
32 log(2n + 4). Hence 
n(G) > ; 321og(2n + 4) > L n 
32 log(2n + 4) 
32 log (2n + 4) = n. 
This contradiction proves (*). 0 
Now we still show that the bounds we have reached are optimal up to constant 
factors: Let G(r,t) denote an r-regular graph of girth t with minimum number of 
vertices. 
Theorem 2.7. g(G(3,t)) > logn(G(3,t)) - 1. 
Proof. Erdijs and Sachs [2] proved for r-regular graphs 
n(G(r, t)) d 4 
(r - l)t-l - 1 _ 1 
r-2 
Hence for r = 3, 
n(G(3,t)) < 4(2’-’ - 2) < 4.2’-’ = 2’+‘. 
Therefore, 
g(G(3, t)) > log(n(W, t))) - 1. 0 
Theorem 2.8. There is an in$nite sequence of integers no, n 1, n2, . , such that for each 
index i there is a cubic graph Gi of order ni having only cycles of lengths 
> g(Gi) > logni - 1. 
Corollary 2.9. The maximum number of vertex-disjoint cycles of Gi is less than 
ni/(lOgni - 1). 
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3. The construction of many small disjoint useful subgraphs 
For this section we introduce the following notions. 
A subgraph H = {U, F) of G = (V, E), U & I’, F s E is useful ifH is connected and 
1 F 1 2 ) U) + 1 (i.e. H contains more edges than vertices). A subgraph H = (U,F) is 
small if 1 U) < X(d - l)log2n. 
We want to show that not only a collection of many short pairwise disjoint cycles 
but also of many small pairwise disjoint useful subgraphs can be constructed. We first 
show an analogue of Lemma 2.1. 
Lemma 3.1. Let G = (V,E) be a graph with 6(G) 3 3. Then G contains a useful 
subgraph with at most 4log2n vertices. 
Proof, By Lemma 2.1 the graph G contains a cycle C of length < 2 log 2n. Contract all 
edges of C. Hence C is contracted into a single node w. In the obtained graph G’ the 
node w has at least degree 1 and all other nodes have degree 3 3. By using BFS on G’ 
with start node w it can easily be seen that G’ contains a subgraph L of size < 2 log 21a 
consisting of a cycle C’ and a path joining C’ and w (called a lusso with start node w). 
(Note that the path of the lasso can have length 0.) C and the edges of L induce a useful 
subgraph of G of size d 4 log 2n. 0 
The construction of many small useful subgraphs can be done in an analogous 
way as for cycles by repeatedly carrying out the following steps starting with 
G1 = G: 
(1) Choose a small useful subgraph Ci in Gi and construct Gi by deleting Ci. 
(2) Construct Gi+ 1 in steps (2.1)-(2.5) analogously to the case of cycles. 
A small difference appears only in the analogue of Lemma 2.3 - the upper bound for 
/ Vi / - j Vi+ 1 1 is a little bit worse than in the case of cycles. 
Lemma 3.2. 1 Vi1 - 1 Vi+11 G ICi((d - 1) d 4(4 - l)log2n. 
The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 2.3. 
Theorem 3.3. Every graph G = (V, E) with 6(G) > 3 and maximum degree A(G) = A 
contains at least n/[8(A - l)log2n] pairwise disjoint useful subgraphs which have at 
most 8(A - l)Iog2n vertices. 
Furthermore such a collection of useful subgraphs can be determined within O(nm) 
steps. 
The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
For graphs with maximum degree d < 5 and order IZ 3 80 Simonovits [S] proved 
that these graphs contain Q(n/log n) pairwise disjoint useful subgraphs. 
Finally we give a generalization for graphs which do not fulfill the condition 
6(G) 3 3. 
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Corollary 3.4. Let G = (V, E) be a graph with n vertices of degree 2 or 3 and at most cn 
vertices v have degree deg(v) d 2,0 d I’ < 1. Then the~ollowi~g holds: 
(a) G contains a cycle of length < (S/(1 - c))log2n (i.e. y(G) < (S/(1 - c))log2n). 
(bf G contains a useful s~bgraph of size Q (16j( 1 - r:))log 2n. 
Proof. For given G a graph G’ = (V’, E’) is constructed by contracting paths with 
vertices of degree 2 to one edge. G’ has at least (1 - c)n vertices: n’ = / V’\ 3 (1 - c)n. 
The theorems imply that G’ contains 
(a) at least ~(nf/(~og 2n’)) pairwise disjoint cycles of length < glog2n’, 
(b) at least &(n’/(log 2n’)) pairwise disjoint useful subgraphs with at most 16 Iog2n’ 
vertices. 
Now by a pigeon hole argument he assertions foilow. c] 
For the graphs of Corollary 3.4 a theorem similar to Theorem 2.4 can be derived. 
If A is unbounded then there are graphs G with minimum degree 3 3 and with large 
maximum degree having no two disjoint cycles. Such a graph is the wheel W,, n 3 4, 
consisting of an induced cycle of length n with an additional central node adjacent o 
all cycle nodes. 
Recently we found many short disjoint cycles in graphs without small cycles. The 
following theorem presents one of these results. 
Theorem 3.5. Let G be a graph with minimum degree 2 3 
G contains at least (d/8) (&log n) disjoint cycles oj’lengths 
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